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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A pair of endless tracks is mounted one about each of 
a pair of laterally spaced elongated plates secured to a 
vehicle frame extension and driven by separate hydraulic 
motors coupled to drive sprockets at one end of each 
plate. The vehicle frame supports a backhoe unit pivotable 
about the axis of a vertical post by a cable reeved inter 
mediate its ends about a pulley on the post and con 
nected at its opposite ends to a pair of extensible hydraulic 
cylinders mounted horizontally on the frame. The frame 
also supports a dozer blade for vertical adjustment about 
a horizontal axis disposed transversely of the frame, for 
rotational adjustment about a horizontal axis disposed 
longitudinally of the frame and for rotational adjustment 
about a vertical axis. 

This invention pertains to self-propelled earth excavat 
ing and leveling apparatus of miniature size, useful par 
ticularly in making forest service and other trails in 
rugged, inaccessible areas. 

It is the general object of the present invention to 
provide self-propelled earth excavating and leveling ap 
paratus which is small in size, i.e., about 2 feet wide and 
4 feet long, exclusive of its boom structure; highly 
maneuverable; and easily disassemblable and reassembla 
ble into component parts transportable by helicopter or 
otherwise to remote regions. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
earth-working apparatus which is highly versatile in its 
application to digging, trenching, rock-removing, stump 
pulling, soil-loosening and earth-leveling operations. 

Still a further object of the present invention is the 
provision of earth-working apparatus which, though small 
in size, is rugged in construction and hence well suited 
to its preferred application in trail making and ditch 
digging in rugged geographic areas. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
earth-working apparatus which is versatile in its applica 
tion to various earth-working functions, yet simple in 
construction and reliable in operation. 
Yet another object of the present invention is the 

provision of earth-working apparatus which is all hy 
draulic in its operation, being free from mechanical 
clutches and transmissions, and gear boxes. 

Still a further object of the present invention is the 
provision of track driven, earth-working apparatus 
equipped with a backhoe unit which is positionable easily 
and accurately to various working angles of inclination 
and tilt; and with tracks which are self-cleaning. 
The manner in which the foregoing and other objects 

of this invention are accomplished will be apparent from 
the accompanying specification and claims, considered 
together with the drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a view in side elevation of the herein de 
scribed excavating, trenching and leveling apparatus; 

FIG. 2 is a detail view in plan of a dozer blade unit 
included in the apparatus, illustrating its horizontal ad 
justment, taken along line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a view in elevation, partly in section, taken 
along line 3-3 of FIG. 2, illustrating the vertical adjust 
ment of the dozer blade unit; 
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FIG. 4 is a plan detail view, partly in section, taken 

along line 4-4 of FIG. 1 and illustrating the drive 
employed for swinging the boom of the backhoe unit 
included in the apparatus; 

FIG. 5 is a fragmentary detail view in elevation of 
the boom drive of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 is a detail view in section taken along line 6-6 
of FIG. 1 illustrating the hydraulic direct drive for driving 
a single track of the apparatus and also for cleaning the 
Same automatically; and 

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating the integrated 
hydraulic circuit employed in driving the apparatus and its 
various operating units. 

Generally stated, the Self-propelled excavating and earth 
leveling apparatus of our invention includes a central 
frame having a central, longitudinally-arranged, down 
Wardly directed, frame extension. A pair of driving track 
assemblies are positioned one on each side of the frame 
extension and detachably secured thereto. A pair of 
hydraulic motors are connected separately one to each of 
the track assemblies for independent direct driving of the 
SC 

A backhoe unit and a dozer blade unit are mounted 
forwardly of the body of the apparatus. These also are 
hydraulically driven and are adjustable as required for 
their efficient, versatile operation. 
The entire apparatus, exclusive of the backhoe and 

doZer blade units, measure only about 2 x 4 feet. Also, 
it is disassemblable into parts of small size which are 
transported easily by air. The apparatus thus is particularly 
Well Suited for application as a self-propelled earth 
Working unit for trenching, trail making and general earth 
Working operations in rugged, inaccessible areas. 

Considering the foregoing in greater detail and with 
particular reference to the drawings: 

THE TRACK DRIVE 

As shown in FIG. 1, the apparatus is supported on a 
Small but rugged frame, indicated generally at 10. A 
central longitudinal extension 12 extends downwardly to 
a predetermined ground clearance. An operator's seat 14 
is mounted on the frame, as is a gasoline engine indicated 
at 16. 
Frame extension 12 Supports independently driven end 

less track assemblies, the construction of which is shown 
particularly in FIGS. 1 and 6. 

Each track assembly includes a pair of spaced, parallel, 
heavy duty side plates, one of which is indicated at 18. 
The side plates are bolted demountably to frame extension 
12 by means of bolts 20. The side plates also mount 
bearings 22 which in turn support the shafts of track 
support wheels 24. 
The track, indicated generally at 26, supported on the 

Wheels preferably is of the endless conveyor type being 
constituted of overlapped pairs of chain links 28 pinned 
together and Supporting transversely arranged angle iron 
cleats 30. 
The tracks are driven by hydraulic motors 32, 33, FIG. 

6, each bolted to the inner one of a pair of spaced, 
rearwardly extending arms 34, which in turn are fastened 
one to each of track side plates 18. 
The shaft of the motor penetrates both arms. Its outer 

end is supported in a bearing 38. 
Motor shaft 36 mounts a sprocket 40 which meshes 

with track chain 26. It will be apparent that in so doing 
the teeth of the sprocket enter the spaces between the 
cross pins holding together overlapped chain links 28, 
thus rendering the track self-cleaning by pushing out 
stones and accumulations of mud which may have lodged 
in the spaces. 
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THE BACKHOE UNIT 

The construction of the backhoe unit mounted on the 
driving assembly above described also is illustrated in 
F.G. 1. 
The forward end of frame 10 mounts a pair of vertically 

spaced bearings 50. The ends of a heavy vertical post 52 
are journaled in the bearings. A pair of forwardly ex 
tending plates 54 is welded to the post. 
A boom 56 is pivoted to plates 54 at 58. A dipper 

stick 60 is pivoted to the outer end of boom 56 at pivot 
point 62. A bucket 64 is pivoted to the outer end of the 
dipper stick by means of pivot pin 66. 
The vertical angle of the boom is adjusted by means 

of a hydraulic cylinder 68, the case of which is pivoted 
to plates 54 by means of pivot pin 70 and the piston rod 
of which is pivoted to an intermediate segment of boom 
56 by pivot pin 72. 

Angular movement of dip stick 60 relative to boom 56 
is accomplished by means of double acting cylinder 73 
interconnecting these two elements of the apparatus 
through pivotal mountings. 

Vertical adjustment of the bucket is secured by means 
of a second hydraulic cylinder 74, the case of which is 
pivoted to an extension of dipper stick 60 by pivot pin 
76 and the piston rod of which is pivoted to the bucket 
by pivot pin 78. 

Swinging adjustment of the backhoe is accomplished by 
means of a novel drive, the construction of which is ill 
lustrated in FIGS. 1, 4 and 5. 
A pair of hydraulic cylinders 80 are mounted in longi 

tudinally extending, parallel spaced relation on frame 10. 
The piston rods of the cylinders extend forwardly. Each 
mounts a hollow cable retainer 82. 
The ends of a cable 84 are bent around pear-shaped 

plugs 86 dimensioned to fit within the tapered ends of 
cable retainers 82, thus frictionally retaining the cable 
ends when the cable is under stress. 

Cable 84 is reeved around a pulley 88 which in turn is 
keyed to post 52. It will be noted from FIGS. 4 and 5 
that pulley 88 is provided with an annular groove 90 de 
signed frictionally to receive the cable. 
The core of the pulley also is provided with a marginal 

angled passageway 92 dimensioned to receive a segment 
of the cable in frictional, releasable locking engagement. 
A transverse aperture 94 communicates with the passage 
Way. 
Thus in setting up the drive for swinging the backhoe, 

cable 84 may be reeved around pulley 88 and threaded 
through passageway 92, using transverse aperture 94 to 
assist in the threading operation. The ends of the cable 
then may be secured in retainers 82. Alternate retraction 
of one or the other of left and right cylinders 80 will 
cause swinging of the backhoe in the desired angular 
direction. A positive, trouble-free drive independent of 
gears or other complicated linkages thus is provided. 

THE DOZER BLADE UNIT 

The construction of the dozer blade unit which is a 
component of the herein described assembly is illustrated 
in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3. 

Extension plates 12 mount between them a pair of for 
wardly extending parallel bars 100. The inner ends of 
bars 100 are pivoted to the plate extensions by means of 
pivot pins 102. The outer ends of bars 100 are fixed to an 
angular horizontal plate 104, arranged with the apex of 
the angle extending forwardly. 
Arms 100 and hence the dozer blade unit in its en 

tirety are reciprocated between their lifted and depressed 
positions by means of a vertically arranged pneumatic 
cylinder 105, the case of which is pivoted to the frame of 
the apparatus at 107 and the piston rod of which is pivot 
ally connected to arms 100 at 109. 
The apex of plate 104 mounts a forwardly extending 

bearing 106 having a vertically directed bearing open 
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4 
ing. A heavy horizontal bar 108 is located forwardly of 
bearing 105. It mounts a pair of vertically spaced, rear 
wardly extending, perforated tabs 110. A pivot bolt 112 
extends through the tabs and through the bearing open 
ing, thus mounting the bar pivotally in a horizontal 
plane. 
A horizontal pivot pin 14 is mounted on, and extends 

forwardly from, bar 108. It penetrates a central opening 
in the back of an angled dozer blade 116, thus mounting 
the same pivotally in a vertical plane. 
Mears this are provided for angling and tilting the 

blade as required for various applications. Means further 
are provided for locking the blade releasably in a de 
sired position of angle or tilt. Such means are shown par 
ticularly in FIG. 2. 

Forwardly projecting angled plate 104 mounts along its 
outer faces a matching pair of perforated plates 120, each 
having, in the illustrated form of the invention, a series 
of three aligned openings 122. Horizontal bar 108 mounts 
at each of its ends vertically spaced pairs of perforated 
tabs 124. 
The forward ends of connecting rods 126 pivotally 

are connected between one or the other of tab pairs 124 
by means of pivot bolts 128. The rearward ends of con 
necting rods 126 releasably are fastened in a selected one 
of openings 122 by means of pivot bolts 30. 
Thus by mounting connecting rods 126 in selected ones 

of openings 122, the desired blade angle may be ob 
tained. 
The desired angle of blade tilt may be obtained by ad 

justing a pair of adjustment screws 132 each of which is 
threaded through one of a pair of vertically threaded 
tabs 134 mounted on and extending rearwardly from the 
upper margin of the dozer blade. As is apparent from 
FIGS. 2 and 3, the bearing ends of the adjustment 
screws bear against the upper surface of bar 108. Their 
adjustment relative to each other accordingly tilts the 
blade clockwise or counterclockwise about blade mount 
ing pin 114. 

THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

The construction and mode of operation of the inte 
grated hydraulic drive and control system is shown Sche 
matically in FIG. 7. 
The shaft 140 of gasoline engine 16 mounts a pair of 

drive sprockets 142, 143. Sprocket 142 is connected 
through a chain 144 to a sprocket 146 which drives first 
hydraulic pump 148. Sprocket 143 is connected through 
a chain 150 which meshes with a sprocket 152 driving a 
second hydraulic pump 154. Pump 148 draws from res 
ervoir 156 via filter 158 and conduit 160. Pump 154 
draws also from reservoir 156, but through filter 162 
and conduit 64. 
Pumps 148, 154 drive the various operating units of 

the assembly including motors 32, 33 attached inde 
pendently to the respective tracks of the apparatus. 
Thus hydraulic fluid under pressure normally cycles 

through conduit 166, conduit 168, throttle valve 170, 
conduit 172 and thence via conduit 174 back to reservoir 
56. 
This circuit also includes a branch conduit 176 having 

a relief valve 78 set for example at 1500 pounds, and 
designed to cycle fluid back to reservoir 156 via conduit 
180 by-passing throttle valve 170 and the other elements 
of the circuit in the inadvertent circumstance that the 
pressure in the system rises above the indicated level due 
to striking an immovable object with one of the working 
units of the apparatus. 

Throttle valve 170 is a four-way, open-center valve 
which controls the operation of left hand track drive 
motor 32. It circulates fluid under pressure to the motor 
via infeed conduit 182 and outfeed conduit 184. 
Companion track drive motor 33 is driven independently 

by pump 154. 
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The latter pump passes hydraulic fluid under pressure 
through conduit 188 and conduit 190 to throttle valve 
192. Thence the fluid traverses conduit 194 and enters 
a manifold 196. The fluid leaves the manifold via con 
duit 198, which includes filter 200, and returns to reservoir 
156 via conduit 180. 

Like the previously described circuit, this circuit also 
includes a shunt circuit containing conduit 202 and relief 
valve 204. The latter valve may be set at a suitable level. 
Its function is to return the fluid to reservoir 156 in the 
event that through some inadvertence pressure in the 
system rises to a dangerous level, e.g., above 1500 p.s.i. 

Like throttle valve 170, throttle valve 192 may be a 
four-way open-center valve which serves to pass hydraulic 
fluid under pressure to right hand track drive motor 33. 
Thus it passes the fluid through motor infeed conduit 208 
and Inotor outfeed conduit 210, driving motor 33 at the 
desired speed and completely independently of track motor 
32. The hydraulic fluid under pressure passed into mani 
fold 196 by valve 192 serves to drive the earth-working 
elements of the apparatus, i.e., the backhoe and dozer 
blade units. 
To this end manifold 196 supplies a bank of five inde 

pendent spool valves. 
The first valve, indicated at 211, controls the up and 

down motion of the blade by actuation of cylinder 105. 
This cylinder alternates the blade between its elevated 
and lowered positions upon circulation of fluid through 
infeed line 212 and outfeed line 214. 
The second valve, valve 216, energizes single acting 

cylinders 80 by means of which the backhoe is swung 
about vertical shaft 52. 
Thus actuation of the valve sends fluid through conduit 

218, check valve 220, pressure relief valve 222, set for 
example at 800 p.s. i., and through line 174 back to the 
reservoir. It further circulates fluid under pressure through 
conduit 224 to right hand single acting cylinder 80, actu 
ating it in the appropriate direction. 

Contemporaneously, valve 216 operates to circulate fluid 
appropriately through a conduit 226 including a throttle 
valve 228 which, like throttle valve 220, is set at a rela 
tively low pressure of about 800 p.s. i. Thence the fluid 
under pressure is fed to a common relief valve 222 and 
passes via conduit 174 into reservoir 156. 

Alternatively, depending upon the setting of valve 216, 
fluid under pressure may pass through conduit 230 be 
hind the piston of left hand single acting cylinder 80, 
thus swinging the backhoe in the desired direction. 
The third valve, valve 240, controls the action of double 

acting cylinder 68 which in turn controls the vertical 
movement of boom 56. Fluid under pressure is fed to 
one side or the other of the double acting cylinder via 
conduits 242, 244, thus actuating the boom. 

Valve 246, the fourth valve, controls the movement of 
double acting cylinder 73 which in turn regulates the 
angular position of dip stick 60 relative to boom 56. 
Hydraulic fluid under pressure is circulated to one side 
or the other of the cylinder via conduits 248, 250, re 
spectively. 
Valve 252 is the fifth valve. It operates double acting 

cylinder 74 which works bucket 64. In this case fluid under 
pressure passes into the cylinder via one or the other of 
conduits 254, 256, depending upon the valve setting. 
As noted above, all of the foregoing elements of the 

apparatus are miniaturized to provide a total assembly 
which, exclusive of the boom and dozer blade, may 
measure only 2 feet wide by 4 feet long. The apparatus 
nevertheless is rugged in its construction and versatile 
in its operation in that it performs efficiently the various 
operations to which earth moving apparatus is suited, 
viz., trenching, clearing, sloping banks, pulling stumps, 
moving boulders, leveling ground, etc. 
The direct independent drive of the tracks makes the 

apparatus highly maneuverable. The integrated hydraulic 
system makes the apparatus sensitive to accurate control. 
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6 
Freedom from clutches, transmission assemblies, and other 
gear boxes spells out freedom from mechanical problems. 
Divisibility of the apparatus into five or more easily 
assemblable parts makes the apparatus well suited for 
transportation to remote places by helicopter. This, con 
sidered together with its other features, outlined above, 
renders the apparatus ideally suited for carrying on the 
operations necessary for trail making in national forests, 
private timber lands and other remote regions. 

It is to be understood that the form of our invention 
herein shown and described is to be taken as a preferred 
example of the same and that various changes in the 
shape, size and arrangement of parts may be resorted to 
without departing from the spirit of our invention or the 
scope of the subjoined claims. 

Having thus described our invention, we claim: 
1. Self-propelled earth excavating and leveling appara 

tus comprising 
(a) a frame including a central, longitudinal, down 
wardly directed frame extension, 

(b) a pair of driving track assemblies positioned one 
on each side of the frame extension and each com 
prising a central plate, a plurality of wheels journaled 
at spaced intervals longitudinally of the plate with 
their uppermost portions extending above the upper 
edge of the central plate, and an endless lug-equipped 
chain mounted on the plate in contact with the 
wheels, 

(c) securing means for securing the track assemblies to 
the frame extension, 

(d) a pair of rotary hydraulic track drive motors sep 
arately associated one with each of the track assem 
blies for independently driving the same, each motor 
being mounted on the plate adjacent one end of the 
latter, each motor having a driven sprocket meshing 
with the associated chain, 

(e) backhoe means pivoted to the frame, and 
(f) backhoe motor means connected to the backhoe 
means for operation thereof. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the mounting 
means for pivoting the backhoe means to the frame com 
prises a vertical post journaled to the frame, and a pull 
ley fixed to the vertical post; and wherein the backhoe 
motor means comprises a pair of hydraulic cylinders 
mounted in spaced, horizontal relation on the frame lon 
gitudinally thereof, adjacent and substantially in the hori 
Zontal plane of the pulley, and a flexible cable reeved 
about the pulley and having its respective ends attached 
to the piston rods of the cylinders for securing swinging 
motion of the backhoe means. 
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3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein the pulley has a 
core provided with an angled passageway dimensioned to 
receive a segment of the reeved portion of the cable, 
thereby preventing slippage of the cable about the pulley. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 including dozer blade 
means comprising 

(a) a forwardly extending arm, 
(b) pivot means pivoting the rearward end of the arm 

to the frame, 
(c) a dozer blade attached in operative position to the 
forward end of the arm, 

(d) a vertically arranged fluid-operated cylinder piv 
otally interconnecting the frame of the arm for rais 
ing and lowering the blade, and 

(e) means for angling the blade, comprising an angled 
plate mounted on the forward end of the arm with 
the apex of the angle extending forwardly, a ver 
tical bearing on the apex of the plate, a horizontal 
bar having centrally therethrough bearings designed 
to overlap the bearing on the plate, pivot pin means 
extending through the bearings and pivoting the bar 
to the plate, a pin extending forwardly of the bar 
centrally thereof and pivotally mounting the blade 
thereon, and connecting rod means interconnecting 
the bar and one of a plurality of selected positions 
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on the angled plate for determining the angle of the 
blade. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 including dozer blade 
means comprising 

(a) a forwardly extending arm, 
(b) pivot means pivoting the rearward end of the 
arm to the frame, 

(c) a dozer blade attached in operative position to the 
forward end of the arm, 

(d) a vertically arranged fluid-operated cylinder piv 
otally interconnecting the frame and the arm for 
raising and lowering the blade, and 

(e) means for tilting the blade, comprising an angled 
plate mounted on the forward end of the arm with 
the apex of the angle extending forwardly, a ver 
tical opening in the apex of the plate, a horizontal 
bar having centrally therethrough openings designed 
to overlap the opening on the plate, pivot pin means 
extending through the openings and pivoting the 
bar to the plate, a mounting pin extending forwardly 
of the bar centrally thereof and pivotally mounting 
the blade, and a pair of cooperating adjustment 
screws mounted on the blade one on each side of 
the forwardly extending mounting pin, the adjust 
ment screws bearing against the bar for determining 
the tilt of the blade. 

6. Self-propelled earth excavating and leveling appara 
tus comprising 

(a) a frame including a central, longitudinal, down 
wardly directed frame extension, 

(b) a pair of driving track assemblies positioned one 
on each side of the frame extension, 

(c) securing means for securing the track assemblies 
to the frame extension, 

(d) a pair of track drive motor means separately con 
nected one to each of the track assemblies for inde 
pendently driving the same, 

(e) backhoe means pivoted to the frame, 
(f) backhoe motor means connected to the backhoe 
means for operation thereof, 

(g) dozer blade means comprising a forwardly extend 
ing arm, pivot means pivoting the rearward end of 
the arm to the frame, a dozer blade attached in op 
erative position to the forward end of the arm, a 
vertically arranged fluid-operated cylinder pivotally 
interconnecting the frame and the arm for raising 
and lowering the blade, and 

(h) means for angling the dozer blade, comprising an 
angled plate mounted on the forward end of the arm 
with the apex of the angle extending forwardly, a 
vertical bearing on the apex of the plate, a horizon 
tal bar having centrally therethrough bearings de 
signed to overlap the bearing on the plate, pivot pin 
means extending through the bearings and pivoting 
the bar to the plate, a pin extending forwardly of the 
bar centrally thereof and pivotally mounting the 
blade thereon, and connecting rod means intercon 
necting the bar and one of a plurality of selected 
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8 
positions on the angled plate for determining the 
angle of the blade. 

7. Self-propelled earth excavating and leveling appara 
tus comprising 

(a) a frame including a central, longitudinal, down 
wardly directed frame extension, 

(b) a pair of driving track assemblies positioned one 
on each side of the frame extension, 

(c) securing means for securing the track assemblies 
to the frame extension, 

(d) a pair of track drive motor means separately con 
nected one to each of the track assemblies for inde 
pendently driving the same, 

(e) backhoe means pivoted to the frame, 
(f) backhoe motor means connected to the backhoe 
means for operation thereof, 

(g) dozer blade means comprising a forwardly extend 
ing arm, pivot means pivoting the rearward end of 
the arm to the frame, a dozer blade attached in op 
erative position to the forward end of the arm, a ver 
tically arranged fluid-operated cylinder pivotally in 
terconnecting the frame and the arm for raising and 
lowering the blade, and 

(h) means for tilting the blade comprising an angled 
plate mounted on the forward end of the arm with 
the apex of the angle extending forwardly, a ver 
tical opening on the apex of the plate, a horizontal 
bar having centrally therethrough openings designed 
to overlap the opening on the plate, pivot pin means 
extending through the openings and pivoting the bar 
to the plate, a mounting pin extending forwardly of 
the bar centrally thereof and pivotally mounting the 
blade, and a pair of cooperating adjustment screws 
mounted on the blade, one on each side of the for 
wardly extending mounting pin, the adjustment 
screws bearing against the bar for determining the 
tilt of the blade. 
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